DRIVING PEOPLE, TEAMS,
ORGANIZATIONS AND RESULTS
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Motivational speeches
Presentations
Trainings
Workshops
Team building events
Business games
Role plays
Individual sessions
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ABOUT JEROEN KETTING
JEROEN KETTING’S EXPERTISE
Businessman and mentor, Jeroen Ketting, has
been living and working in Russia since 1994 where
he owns three successful companies within
The Lighthouse Group. Russia-based multinationals
invite Jeroen Ketting to work with their topmanagement teams to overcome challenges in
leadership,
strategy,
communication,
and
negotiation. Using his hands-on experience, Jeroen
Ketting excels in relating to his client’s needs and
adds value through his expertise, structured view,
and impeccable interpersonal skills.

FOUNDER AND OWNER OF:

Service
provider
for
foreign
companies seeking assistance in
business
development,
lead
generation,
operational
and
commercial management in Russia.
www.thelighthousemanagement.com

Import and distribution of equipment
for powder and dry bulk handling
industries. www.lht-bulk.ru

Tailored trainings, presentations,
team sessions and workshops to
motivate teams and professionals and
overcome challenges in leadership,
strategy, communication, and other
fields. www.ketting.com

WHO
IS JEROEN
KETTING?
WHO
IS JEROEN
KETTING?
▪ Dutch entrepreneur, living and working
in Russia since 1994;
▪ Dedicated bridge-builder between Russian
and Western businesses;
▪ Strategist and business advisor to top
managers of international companies;
▪ Businessman with 25 years of hands-on
experience who established 24 Joint
Ventures and 50+ branches for
international companies in Russia;
▪ Expert on intercultural communication and
negotiations;
▪ Frequent celebrity guest at Russian and
Dutch TV shows and radio stations;
▪ Board member of international companies
and NGOs;
▪ Renowned publicist and speaker;
▪ Co-writer of the book «In de Spiegel».
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KETTING.COM SESSIONS
KETTING.COM business offering includes 6 group programs which altogether
contain 36 unique sessions and an individual Personal Mentorship program.
All sessions that can be transformed into trainings, workshops, or team building
events and are always tailored to fit each Client’s needs and situation.

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

1. LEADERSHIP

5. NEGOTIATIONS

Decoding Leadership
Value Based Leadership
Rock the Mountain
Become the Hero in You
7 Senses to Survive and Thrive
How to Get Concentrated
7 Stress Busters

➢ Decoding Negotiations
➢ Effective Negotiations
➢ Negotiating with Russians:
Aikido for Negotiators
➢ Embracing the Challenge:
25 years of Russian-Western Negotiations

6. RUSSIAN-WESTERN
INTERCULTURAL BUSINESS

2. STRATEGY
➢ Decoding Strategy
➢ Value Based Strategy
➢ Strategy Sessions

3. SALES
➢ Decoding Sales
➢ Value Based Sales
➢ Effective Sales Pitches

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Decoding Russia
Doing Business in Russia
Doing Business in the Netherlands
Russian – European Business
The Four Friends & Enemies of Success
in Intercultural Business
8 Step Process for Success in Entering
Foreign Markets
“Be Personal, Don’t Take It Personal”
Rossia “Glazami Vraga”:
Anecdotes of a Dutchman’s Life in Russia
Russian Lessons
Only in Russia: Anecdotes on Russian Life
Russia’s Silver Linings

4. COMMUNICATION
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Decoding Communication
Value Based Communications
Conscious Communication Skills
Meaningful Communication
7 Steps to Effective Presentations
Effective Writing
Effective Argumentation
Effective Communication

7. PERSONAL MENTORSHIP
A custom-made individual program for
managers seeking to improve their
personal leadership. It features individual
sessions that combine coaching and
mentoring techniques.
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RUSSIAN-WESTERN
INTERCULTURAL BUSINESS
There is nobody who experiences Russia as a country where it is easy to do
business, to manage, to work, to negotiate and to live. Foreign managers in Russia
face challenges that are particular to Russian culture and the Russian business
environment. Problems arise when they are unaware of how Russian culture and
the Russian business environment influence the workflow.
But what if you could gain one year of experience by spending one hour of your
time? Or gain ten years of experience by spending ten hours of your time? What if
you could use someone else’s successes, failures and lessons learned for your own
benefit and advancement? The answer is that you would noticeably speed up your
own learning curve and increase your own effectiveness.
And this is exactly what first- and second-line managers have been doing by
following the KETTING.COM Russian-Western intercultural business sessions.
KETTING.COM sessions on Russia & the West create the awareness needed to
understand what makes Russia tick and how one can use the Russian-Western
differences to one’s benefit. All trainings are based on 25 years+ of managerial and
entrepreneurial experience in Russia.
How? Jeroen Ketting uses a combination of his own 25-year experience as a
business owner and resident in Russia. He combines that practical experience with
a deep analytical understanding of Russia’s current and historic reality.

You will benefit from the combination of theory and practice delivered by someone
who walks the talk and who proves in his personal and professional life that he
knows Russian business, society and culture from the inside.
Passive
Active
Following
Leading
step on the bridge that Jeroen Ketting
provides to
start
Silence
Communication
to start turning cultural challengesConflict
into professional
Harmony

It only takes one small
crossing cultures and
advantages. A one-to-four-hour session is such a good first step.
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RUSSIAN-WESTERN
INTERCULTURAL BUSINESS
Cross cultural trainings help you to:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Stay open
Avoid judging
Understand the Russian perspective
Enjoy and appreciate Russia while keeping a critical eye
Use your intuition in interpreting your environment

Who Jeroen works with:
▪
▪
▪
▪

I

II

Russia

1.
2.
3.
4.

What is Russia
Russian contradictions
Russian traditions
Understanding the Russian Psyche

II. Differences between Russia
and Europe
1.
2.
3.
4.

Russia vs. West
Russia vs. USSR
Russia vs. Moscow
Differences in perception

Differences between Russia and Europe

III Russian business environment
IV Russian management culture
V Negotiations with Russians

foreign top managers
foreign export and sales directors
foreign investors and business owners
foreign companies investing in Russia

I.

Defining Russia

✓ Group seminars
✓ Individual trainings
✓ Mentoring

IV. Russian Corporate and
Management Culture
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Management culture
Employee culture
Recruitment
Teamwork
Internal communication
Delegation
Management and motivation
Corporate culture

III. Russian Business Environment

V. Negotiations with Russians

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Physical environment
Russian business culture
Information
Types of Russian companies and businessmen
Establishing and building relationships
Perception of foreigners
Perception of women
Time and decision making in Russia
Communication in Russia
Working in Russia

Russia vs. West
The challenges
Setting the meeting and first contact
Hierarchy Passive
Active
The introduction
and
presentation
Following
Leading
Silenceprocess Communication
The negotiations
The style of Conflict
negotiation Harmony
Bargaining
Agreements and contracts
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RUSSIAN-WESTERN
INTERCULTURAL BUSINESS
Foreign managers in Russia face challenges that are particular to Russian culture
and the Russian business environment. Problems arise when foreign managers are
unaware of how Russian culture and the Russian business environment influence
the work floor.
KETTING.COM sessions on Russian-Western Intercultural Business create the
awareness needed to understand what makes Russia tick and how one can use
the Russian-Western differences to one’s benefit. All trainings are based on 25
years of managerial and entrepreneurial experience in Russia.

Decoding

Russian & Western cultures
Russian & Western business environments
Russian & Western management practices
Russian & Western negotiation style

Awareness leads to understanding;
understanding leads to acceptance;
and acceptance allows foreigners to
overcome and use our differences
instead of fighting them.

✓ Tailor made seminars and trainings
✓ Decoding Russia Webinars
✓ Online recorded sessions

The sessions within KETTING.COM RussianWestern Intercultural Business will help you:
✓
✓
✓
✓

See from the Russian/Western perspective
Never assume you know
Use your intuition to interpret your environment
Enjoy and appreciate Russia/the West while
keeping a critical eye
✓ Stay open and avoid judging
✓ Use the Russian-Western differences to your benefit

Drags
Unawareness
Suspicion
Competition
Fear

Drivers
Awareness
Trust
Cooperation
Assertiveness
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RUSSIAN-WESTERN
INTERCULTURAL BUSINESS
Decoding Russia
What makes Russia a difficult country for foreign businesses? Learn about the challenges
one faces when living and working in Russia and how you can maximize control through
setting goals, keeping focus and effective communication.

Doing Business in Russia
This session is a conversation about the opportunities and challenges of doing business in
Russia. In this session, Jeroen Ketting shares his first-hand knowledge on how to start,
develop and operate sales and businesses on the Russian market.

Doing Business in Netherlands
A practical guidance on the opportunities for entering export markets (on the example of the
Netherlands), the peculiarities of Western business culture and the intricacies of building
two-way communication.

Russian – European Business
An overview of affinities and differences between Russian and Western business cultures
that arms you and our team with knowledge of the do’s and don’t in an international
business environment.

The Four Friends & Enemies of Success in Intercultural Business
To have success in Russia, you need to have more than factual knowledge of Russia’s history,
culture, and business practices. You need to have an intercultural X-Factor that consists of
four key-behaviours...

Be Personal, Don’t Take It Personal
Strong opinions on Russia can be misleading! This session is an entertaining discussion about
how living in Russia can help one understand the world around us better and how it can
teach us the benefits of being personal while not taking things personal.

The sessions within KETTING.COM RussianWestern Intercultural Business will help you:
✓
✓
✓
✓

See from the Russian/Western perspective
Never assume you know
Use your intuition to interpret your environment
Enjoy and appreciate Russia/the West while
keeping a critical eye
✓ Stay open and avoid judging
✓ Use the Russian-Western differences to your benefit

Drags
Assumption
Reaction
Exclusion
Discouragement

Drivers
Knowledge
Anticipation
Inclusion
Inspiration
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RUSSIAN-WESTERN
INTERCULTURAL BUSINESS
8 Step Process for Success in Entering Foreign Markets
Amidst all the economic turmoil surrounding Russia, it is easy to start thinking that business
in and with Russia has all but ceased to exist. But as my trademark proverb states,
“Whatever you say about Russia, the opposite is always true as well”.

Rossiya “Glazami Vraga”: Anecdotes of a Dutchman’s Life in Russia
An overview of Russia and its inhabitants through the eyes of a Dutchman. In this session,
Jeroen Ketting explains why Russia transforms a man and man doesn’t transform Russia and
why in Russia one learns to accept what comes his way.

Only in Russia: Anecdotes on Russian Life
Why have I been living in Russia for a quarter century? Many might think, it is the money or
the adventure or the enchanting Russian ladies that keep me here! All valid reasons for
staying in Russia, of course, but the actual answer is different…

Russian Lessons
In the West, we usually perceive at Russia as an antagonist and therefore have negative
opinions about it. There are, however, many positive behavioral patterns that Russia has to
offer. This session is an insight into what we can learn from Russians…

Russia’s Silver Linings
Examples of the inherent qualities that help Russians deal with the challenges coming their
way. Join the session to find learn about the mechanisms and capabilities that Russians have
developed to cope with the inevitable – and inspire confidence in the future of their
beautiful country.

The sessions within KETTING.COM RussianWestern Intercultural Business will help you:
✓
✓
✓
✓

See from the Russian/Western perspective
Never assume you know
Use your intuition to interpret your environment
Enjoy and appreciate Russia/the West while
keeping a critical eye
✓ Stay open and avoid judging
✓ Use the Russian-Western differences to your benefit

Drags
Passive
Following
Silence
Conflict

Drivers
Active
Leading
Communication
Harmony
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UNDERSTANDING RUSSIA

Indicative timing

1 hour

▪ Personal story of the trainer’s 26-year history in Russia.

▪ What do we know about Russia?
▪ Defining Russia
▪ The Russian soul (including Sudba, Podvig, Avos)
▪ Russian contradictions
▪ How did XX century history define the Russia of today

▪ The importance of the Russian microcosmos
▪ Sacrificial character
▪ Risk appetite
▪ Short-term versus long-term thinking
▪ Crucial differences in how Russians and Westerners perceive strength and weakness
▪ Russian gold: the qualities and strengths of Russians

▪ Learnings from half a life in Russia
▪ Differences between Russia and the West
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LIVING IN RUSSIA
▪ How to get the most out of your years in Russia
1. Culture
2. Activities
3. Travel
▪ Personal development
▪ Russian friendship

▪ Russian traditions
▪ Practical daily living
▪ Language
▪ Getting around
▪ Personal safety

Indicative timing

1 hour
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WORKING IN RUSSIA
▪ Russian business culture
▪ Information
▪ Types of Russian companies and businessmen
▪ Establishing and building relationships
▪ Perception of foreigners
▪ Perception of women

▪ Time in Russia
▪ Decision making in Russia

Indicative timing

1 hour
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MANAGING IN RUSSIA
▪ Management culture
▪ Employee culture
▪ Recruitment
▪ Teamwork
▪ Internal communication
▪ Dos and Don’ts of managing in Russia

▪ Delegation
▪ Motivation
▪ Corporate culture

Indicative timing

1 hour
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NEGOTIATING IN RUSSIA

Indicative timing

1 hour

▪ Win-lose versus win-win
▪ The challenges
▪ Setting the meeting and first contact
▪ Hierarchy
▪ The introduction and presentation
▪ The negotiations process

▪ The style of negotiation
▪ Bargaining
▪ Agreements and contracts

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
& DISCUSSIONS

Indicative timing

1 hour

(any question at any moment)

MISCELLANEOUS

Indicative timing

1 hour
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STYLE OF TRAINING
▪ High energy
▪ High focus
▪ Open and honest
▪ All materials and examples based on own experience

▪ Adaptable to additional needs and preferences that may arise during the training
▪ Responsive to questions and examples from trainees
▪ Dialogue-style training
▪ Sharing of unique insights
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REFERENCES
“Brilliant performance, professional business attitude, integrity at every
stage and "easy work with" approach - these are the overall summary
characteristics that could be outlined following the event. We are
happy to recommend Jeroen Ketting and his team to any future client
and project”. Volkswagen Group Russia LLC
“Jeroen moderated one of the sector sessions during this day on the
topic of Telecom, Media and Technology. With his natural presenting
and moderating talents, he managed to get and keep a discussion on
going between the panel members and at the same time asking the
right questions to trigger the interest and participation of the
audience. We want to thank Jeroen for his time and efforts to make a
success of the NL-RU Business meet in general and the TMT sector
session in particular”. ING BANK

“Structured, interesting, based on experience. The material is
presented with clear direction to the listener: the presentation is not
overloaded and at the same time informative. I am also grateful for the
positiveness and jokes!” Skolkovo
“Jeroen’s presentation enabled our mixed audience to take a look in
the past, analyze the present and get insights and inspiration about the
future in both dimensions: political and economic. As an experienced
presenter, Jeroen managed to provide our listeners with profound and
actual data yet keeping it sharp and entertaining. Forget about being
bored. I’m sincerely jealous for those, who are going to encounter
Jeroen’s speeches for the first time”. Flora Holland
“Jeroen Ketting improved in a very effective and efficient way my
knowledge about the Russian culture. During his training, I got a good
understanding of the differences and similarities between the Dutch
and Russian culture, so than I can even better interact with my Russian
employees”. VimpelCom
“Jeroen’s performance as a moderator was a pleasure to both
speakers and audience. During his session he presented its topic with
clearness, masterfully guided the discussion and led people to asking
questions and voicing their opinions on the subject of the discussion.
All in all, we are happy we invited Jeroen to lead this session and of
course we will try to include him in our next events”. ImpressMedia
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CONTACT
Office

Mytnaya Ulitsa 3, office 41
119049 Moscow, Russia

Phone

+7 495 980 09 79

Email

jeroen@ketting.com | info@ketting.com

Website

www.ketting.com

Follow us

Sign up for our mailing to become an
expert
in
leadership,
strategy,
communication, sales and negotiations &
make sure you never miss out on our
latest publications, events and webinars.

